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Isee profs-who

could

be making a lot more
money someplace elseworking hard to _help
students see the effect
they can have in God's

..

kingdom. They've been
an inspiration to me.

For some grads it's back to school next fall
Sally Jongsma
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about ten percent of Dordt
graduates go on to graduate school
following
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Two juniors named PEW
Younger Scholars

Dordt faculty publish
new books

Two long-time faculty retire:
Koldenhoven and Dekkenga
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commencement,"

says 10

Faber of Dordt's Placement Office. This year
Faber expected that number to be lower
because of a better than normal job market.
And although many students who might have
considered graduate school have taken positions, this year's percentage is still fairly close
to the ten percent average.
Dordt graduates who will be back in school
in the fall are doing so in pursuit of a variety
of careers: veterinarian, lawyer, engineer,
counselor, professor, journalist, librarian,
sound designer, physical therapist, minister,
public health worker.
Some of these students have no choice about
whether to go back to school. Even entry level
positions in their career demand an advanced
degree. Others have decided that now is the
best time to do something they planned to do
eventually anyway.
Some have known for years that they would
go on to graduate school; some decided only
very recently. Some applied to several institutions, some to only one or two they knew
offered the program they wanted. Some
received fellowships that will support them;
some will add to their debt before they
decrease it.
Mindy Walstra from Sioux Center, who will
enroll in Iowa State University's veterinary

school next fall, says she's known she wanted
to be a veterinarian since fourth or fifth grade.
And she's known for years that she wouldn't
be done with school after college. As one out
of 100 applicants accepted from a pool of
1600, she believes that her experience with
Sioux Center's Trans Ova Genetics helped her
get into the program. She dreams of working
as a wildlife or zoo veterinarian or maybe with
the Peace Corps or a relief organization.
Brian Vas from Poulsbo, Washington, says
that in high school he thought he either would
go to medical school or do graduate study. His
experience working with Dordt chemistry
professors and a full-ride fellowship to Iowa
State convinced him to choose chemistry.
Brian is interested in water treatment and
environmental issues and says he really wants
to do something concrete with his degree.
"I want to use what I leam for God's kingdom. I want to help other people," he says. His
experiences on PLIA, a spring break service
opportunity, and in courses such as Engineering
390, Technology and Society, have left a deep
impression on him and his future career plans.
"I see profs who could be making a lot more
money someplace else working hard to help
students see the effect they can have in God's
kingdom. They've been an inspiration to me,"
he says.
Kristin Kobes from Sioux Center says her
experiences in the PEW Younger Scholars
Program last summer definitely shaped her
decision to go to graduate school next fall.

/

"I've always loved history, but for a while I
didn't know what I would do with it," she
says. So she entered the pre-med program for a
year. But after last summer's study, Kobes realized how much she loved reading and writing
and thinking critically. Also accepted at
Columbia and the University of Chicago,
Kobes chose to enter a Ph.D. program at Notre
Dame. Awarded a substantial fellowship,
Kobes will work with Christian historian
George Marsden in American intellectual and
religious history. Eventually she plans to teach
and write. She believes that the strong Catholic
and Reformed presence among professors at
Notre Dame will give her an exciting opportunity to explore her religious perspective in her
scholarship.
Cory Kent from Orland Park, lllinois, will
follow in the footsteps of another Dordt
graduate, Barry Funderburg, who was also in
sound design. Kent will enroll in Purdue
University's sound design program following
an active college career in which he became
Dordt's sound designer. He spent the last
semester on the Chicago Metropolitan Program
working at the Northlight Theatre in Skokie,
Illinois.
Cory helped design the sound for one production and was given complete responsibility
for the next show, which eamed wonderful
reviews.
"My hands-on work at Dordt gave me the
experience that made these opportunities possible," says Kent, who has already established

continued on page 2
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Nearly ten percent of
this year's grads head
for graduate school

I've been given
the tools for
thinking and for
understanding

ideas.

"

continued from page 1
contact with his advisor at Purdue. In fact, that
advisor came to critique the show at Northlight
during its run.
"1 now know concretely what I want to learn
more about," he says.
Sonya Jongsma from Sioux Center will
attend the University of Wisconsin at Madison
in journalism and mass communication.
Although she debated whether to work as a
reporter for a few years first, she says her summer journalism experiences and other internships convinced her to do graduate studies now
to hone her technical skills.
"My internship at Religion News Service in
Washington. D.C .• almost made me change my
mind," she says. She enjoyed working as a
reporter in the nation's capital, covering such
things as a press conference with Madeleine
Albright.
"I think journalism

is a key way for

Christians to be involved in the kingdom," she
says. "It provides an opportunity to 'tell the
truth' from a biblical framework." She is especially interested in religion, politics, and
environmental reporting. Also accepted for
admission to Northwestern University and the
University of Missouri at Columbia, she
choose Madison because of the generous
fellowship she received, but also because she
is interested in a broad academic base for her
professional training.
Other graduates will scatter to schools
across the country: Doug Ribbens to the
University of Alabama in materials science,
Jennifer. Vas in....
library-science arthe
University of Illinois, Charissa Kamps to
Emory University in public health. Three
students plan to enter law school and three,
seminary. Five will go on in physical therapy
and a handful of others in other areas.
They speak appreciatively of their preparation in college. Jenny Vos, who received an

Jon Kroeze and Chuck Muether receive first MAs
(From the 1997 graduation remarks)

"Commencement 1997 is an important mile
stone in the history of Dordt College. This
morning we not only have the opportunity to
recognize the academic achievement of 247
undergraduates, but also the joy of awarding
the first master of education degrees.
In 1993 the Dordt faculty and board of
trustees endorsed the granting of a master of
education degree. This was a bold decision
-the launching of Dordt's first graduate

assistantship working in the Education and
Social Science Library at Illinois says she is
grateful for the work experience she had in
Dordt's library and for the writing skills Dordt
professors helped her develop. Doug Ribbens
is thankful for the liberal arts education that,
he says, helped him become more articulate in
presenting his ideas and made him a more
well-rounded person. Charissa Kamps cites
the perspel:live-shelearned
tllat 0<>11 is
sovereign over every area of life.
"I've been given the tools for thinking and
for understanding ideas," she says.
"Dordt changed my whole outlook on life,"
says Walstra, who has come to understand
the need for Christians to work in community.
Kobes values the way her history and

From the president

B

y now it seems that everyone has read
some article or another declaring that
the day of the residential college is
over. In an era when anyone seemingly can
learn what they want through the Internet,
why spend all the time and money "going
away" to college?
In his fine new book, The Fabric of
Faithfulness, author Steve Garber discusses
three characteristics he believes any successful post-high educational experience needs to
include. According to this author, an educational institution simply has not served its
students well unless it has provided them with

A

Christian

college ...

provides

Christian young people
with a place to belong,
a place to be led, and
a place to become,
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I) a support community of peers,
2) a cadre of mature leaders for their
learning experience, and
3) a fabric of meaning which makes sense
out of the world and our own place in it.

So if that's the type of education we need,
it's clear that a residential campus experience
can't be easily replaced by any sort of fiber
optic network, no matter how sophisticated
it may be. In fact, in my commencement
address to Dordt's class of 1997. I argued that
it is a Christian college which, more than any
other institution, provides Christian young
people with a place to belong, a place to be
led, and a place to become.
First, a Christian college is a place to
belong. I suppose there was a time when

program. It was also a very appropriate
decision, representing yet another manifestation of Dordt's commitment to train
Christian teachers for leadership roles in
Christian and government schools throughout North America and around the world.
Dordt began in 1955 as a two-year institution primarily for the purpose of training
teachers. And today, forty-two years later,
we celebrate the granting of Dordt's first
master of education degrees."

philosophy classes gave her a perspective
for studying and evaluating other ideas and
the confidence to do so. Jongsma believes
that Dordt helped her develop a vision of
what it means to live as a Christian in today's
postmodern world.
"It pushed me to examine what I think and
why and helped me not only think critically
about a wide range of issues, but also develop
a biblical basis [for those idW .'>:cr.::It is an exciting time of new beginnings for
all graduates. Even though these students'
occupation for next year will still be student,
they are ready to face their new challenges
with confidence and humility, trusting that the
Lord will continue to direct them as he has
done in the past.

_
a college didn't have to worry about being a
place to belong. And to be honest, in all my
educational career, I never was anything other
than a commuter student. I'd go to class,
do my assignments, hand in my papers, and
take my tests. but that, essentially, was my
involvement with the college. But while I
attended excellent colleges and graduate
schools and received a lot of good instruction,
college never really became the place where I
belonged in any sort of deep sense.
Second, a Christian college also can provide
post-high adolescents with a place to be led.
I suppose there may have been a time when a
college could just get by with running its
students through what was called "a course of
study." You read a certain number of books.
took a certain number of multiple choice tests,
spent a set number of hours in a classroom and
presto-you got a college degree. It's true that
any reasonably literate person could gain all
the information he or she ever wanted from the
public library in his or her home town or from
the computer in his or her bedroom through
the Internet. In fact, today by sending in a few
dollars to certain colleges or universities you
can get a diploma for having found all this
material on the Internet. But effecti ve education requires a personal relationship with others who can help us put all that information in
the context of what life is all about.
/

And third, true education needs to offer a
sense of meaning for how Christian young
people can relate to the world in which they
find themselves-a
place to become. Real
education does more than just provide a
young person with space to develop his or her
own sense of meaning in life. The Christian
college finds its own purpose in serving
the purposes of redemption so that young
people and others who study there, confused
and ignorant when they arrive, can truly
be educated to discover the meaning and
purpose God built into the world and to
which Jesus Christ came to restore us and
our world.
From my vantage point, the electronic revolution will enrich educational experiences
tremendously. But I don't think it's going to
displace the Christian residential college. If
all we want out of college is the same information available for generations in encyclopedias and libraries and now surrounding us in
cyber-space. then perhaps the more traditional
campus will become irrelevant. But for education that helps Christian young people grow
to love and serve God with every aspect of
their lives in every comer of his creation, it
doesn't seem that anyone yet has come up
with a substitute for a Christian college where
we can learn to belong, to be led, and to
become all that God created us to be.
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Senior engineers create the Hug Machine
bill that was picked up by Hope Haven since the

tension, is a product of innovative thinking and
the desire of four engineering students to create

facility retains ownership of the product for use
with its patients.
Before beginning their work, the seniors wanted to make sure replacing a human hug with one
given by a machine would not be detrimental for
an autistic patient.

responsible technology,
Electrical engineers Josh Mulder and Kris

"From our reading it seemed that most autistic

~e

Hug Machine, a contraption

that allows

.1 ~utisticpatients to apply pressure to parts
of their upper body to relieve anxiety and

Tukker, and mechanical engineers John Fikkert
and Paul Verhoef chose as their senior design
project a task proposed to them by Hope Haven,
a care facility in Rock Valley. The machine they

created will allow Mary Jo, an autistic patient at
the care facility, to become more independent.
"We're using it to simulate a hug which would
be given by a nurse," Tukker said.
A senior design project, the final task for

Dordt College engineers, requires students to
submit a proposal with a timeline and approximate budget at the end of the first semester of

their senior year. The Hug Machine, with a control box, an inflatable vest and a tank of compressed nitrogen, cost about $1,000 to make, a

"We did a lot of research," Verhoef said.
people abstract the senses from the hug-there

are no relational aspects,"
The group concluded that most people with

autism will not suffer from the lack of emotional
depth that is present in a human hug and that a
machine that could apply pressure at the same

points would be equally effective in relieving
stress and tension and would allow the patient to
become less dependent on a nurse.
After completing their research, the group
spent hours every week perfecting the design,
putting their engineering skills into practice, and
learning a few new ones along the way, as they
welded, soldered, and wrapped wires to build the

machine.

The structure rests on a mobile cart, with the
tank of compressed nitrogen resting on the

"

bottom ledge of the cart. At its top, the tank is

connected to a tube that runs to the vest. When
the patient holds the control box, with two
buttons that stop and start the flow of air, she can
control how full the vest becomes. The system

employs a series of valves and a number of
safety features to prevent overfilling of the vest.
Most of the group's spare time was spent on
the project, especially after spring break.
Technical learning wasn't all the group took
away from the project. "We learned a lot from
the profs we worked with and we learned a lot
of patience," Tukker said. At one point, the
group thought they might need to start over from

scratch just three weeks before the project's
completion date. "You have to be willing to go
back and take a look at where you started from,"

he said.

From our reading

The students do not plan to seek a patent; how-

ever, they hope to get their ideas out in a journal
article so others can make use of their work.
"We hope other institutions will be able to pick

it up and use it at their own discretion," Tukker
said. Currently other machines exist to help
autistic patients, but most are much more
expensive than the Hug Machine.
Reflecting on their years at Dordt, Tukker and
Verhoef both appreciated the role EGR 390
played in the development of their thoughts
about engineering and the approach they took
toward work and technology.
"We discussed a lot of value-ladenness
technology:

it seemed that
most autistic people
abstract the senses
from the hug ...

"

in

the intent of the person who designs

something is important," Tukker said.
Tukker has accepted a job as a project man-ager

with Lucent Technologies in Chicago. Mulder
will be doing electric design for EDA in Sioux
Center; Fikkert wilLbe working for Diamond
Vogel Paints in Orange City; and Verhoef

plans to

attend Calvin Theological Seminary.
"This year the depth of the world of engineer-

ing opened up to me. This semester has been a
depth increasing experience for engineering as it
relates to all of life," Verhoef said. Verhoef hopes

to integrate his engineering studies at Dordt and
Paul VerboefJosh

Mulder. Kris Tukker, and John Fikkert take their cole as Christian desigqecsveIJ:.!eriously.

his study at seminary when he looks for a job.

Student teachers branch out across the country
teachers and the principal at Rehoboth.

Paula Treick

"Getting out of the area gave me a confidence

R

Chsemester, dozens of students are

iven responsibility

for developing

young

minds. It is not a laboratory experiment,
it is student teaching.
State law in Iowa requires student teachers to
spend a minimum of twelve weeks in the classroom. Dordt's program is thirteen weeks long,
allowing for illnesses and snow days. And
although most student teachers stay close to
Dordt, teaching in public and private schools in

the Sioux Center area, growing numbers travel
to other schools.

Seniors Dave Klumpenhower

from Listowel,

Ontario, and Chris Ornee from Western Springs,
l1linois, completed their first student teaching
session at Rehoboth Christian School in
Rehoboth, New Mexico. Klumpenhower
says he found himself stepping into not just a

warmer climate but a different culture as well.
Rehoboth Christian has long been associated
with the Christian Reformed Church and is set

I didn't have before," he says. Klumpenhower,

a special education teacher, hopes to return to
Rehoboth or another mission school someday.
Heather Hamilton,

from Hinsdale,

Illinois,

taught a bit closer to Dordt, but still lived away
from campus during the week. She taught
English as a Second Language (ESL) at North
High School in Sioux City, Iowa. Hamilton,
who had never been to a public school before,
was challenged by the experience.
Hannilton found the biggest challenge of her
teaching to be discipline. "They do not have the

same base for discipline in the classroom," she

student teaching experiences

by

must have a

cumulative grade point average of 3.00,
possess strong problem-solving
abilities and

personal initiative, and receive approval from
Student Services.

Christian service."
Another challenge was the ESL students
themselves. About a third of Hamilton's

from a distance. Often, Dordt will hire an
adjunct faculty member from the area to serve

students were involved in gangs and faced
mental pressures outside the classroom. It was
also difficult to communicate with their parents,

as a supervisor, or members of Dordt's college

of

who often spoke no English.

"Learning how to meet their needs was an
experience," Hamilton says. She hopes to teach

ries beside the school with other student
teachers from Calvin College. Klumpenhower

ESL as well as English in a public, urban school.
Dr. George Faber, director of teacher educa-

admits that at first it was a tough experience

tion, is most familiar with the student teaching
program. He makes the arrangements for

May 1997

meet special qualifications and be approved
the faculty. Students considering non-local

as well as
It is
more difficult to evaluate students' progress

said. "They do not have the motivation

in a Navajo community.
Ornee and KJumpenhower lived in donnito-

without the support of Dordt professors and
resources from Dordt's Learning Resource
Center, although he did receive support from

between cooperating teachers and student
teachers, Faber contends that although personality conflicts may arise, most placements are
successful.
Since non-local student teachers are not
under the close supervision of Dordt's
education faculty, those students are required to

student teachers by contacting

principals

of

schools, working hard to ensure compatibility

Faber says there are disadvantages

advantages

to non-local

student teaching.

staff will visit. But students grow by experiencing a different culture. They are also treated
more like regular teachers and staff than as student teachers. Dr. Faber noted this especially in
Rehoboth, New Mexico, when he visited to

evaluate Klumpenhower

Teacher
education
graduates
fcom the last five yeaes have been
placed throughout sixteen states
in the United
States,
four
Canadian
provinces,
and five
other countries. The highest concentration
of Dordt students
teach in the states of California
and Iowa, although areas of the
country from Utah to Louisiana
and fcom Arizona to Pennsylvania
are also represented.
Foreign
locations include China, Costa
Rica, the Dominican
Republic,
Mexico, and New Zealand.

and Ornee.

While every student's teaching experience is
different, all agree that the experience is helpful

and necessary. According to Hamilton,
"Education courses are a good preparation, but
student teaching is indispensable."
/
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Campus fund
raising to support
Dominican school

A

request for help from a Dordt
College alumnus in the Dominican
Republic has touched off a fund
raising effort on the Dordt campus.
An e-mail message from Jim Deters, a 1983
Dordt graduate now serving as a Christian
Reformed missionary in the Dominican
Republic. described the urgent need for computers for the small Christian schools with
whom he works. Because of a number of
Dordt College connections to these schools,
vice president for student affairs Curtis Taylor
was eager to support the idea of the fund

From the March 1987 Voice:
Social Work department
receives a grant from the
Northwest Area Foundation of St.
Paul-eo conduct a survey on the
needs of low income and elderly
people.
SUB Club offers non-alcoholic

alternative for students.
From the May 1987 Voice:
Jesse Jackson stops at Dordt
College on presidential
campaign tour.

SUIlllIleI'

Two juniors named PEW Younger Scholars

F

orthe third year in a row Dordt College
Treick is excited about being part of a
students will participate in the PEW
group of Christian students interested in
Deters' assignment is to work with about
Younger Scholars Program held at the
scholarly work. As part of the women's
twenty-five Christian schools that primarily
University of Notre Dame. In fact, this year
studies seminar she says she hopes tn find a
serve poor children in the slums and villages
two of the forty-two students accepted into
middle ground from which to approach
of the Dominican. Deters' e-mail concerned
the program come from Dordt.
women's issues, one that is Christian but
the need for computers at the nnly high school
Paula Treick, a junior English major, was
addresses the issues that face our culture
in the system, Juan Calvino in Sabana Grande
selected as one of seven students in the
today.
de Boya. As part of an ongoing effort to
women's studies seminar, and Nathaniel
Zylstra, a pre-law history major, says he
improve education in the Dominican, the
Zylstra, a junior history major, earned one of
was interested in the opportunity to study
government is requiring all high schools to
seven spots in the history seminar. Students
history at a more advanced level than is
have some computers available to teach
from Christian colleges and universities
usually available to undergraduates. He hopes
students.
across the country will spend three weeks in
to broaden his understanding of intellectual
"There is a good possibility that the governone of six seminars: English, history, philosohistory and develop the skills needed for
ment will close Juan Calvino next fall," says
phy, sociology, theology, and women's
graduate study the following year.
Deters, "unless we can come up with at least
studies. To qualify a student must have
The work for the seminar is intense. Prior to
three computers for the 199 students there."
completed three years of college and plan to
their arrival on campus, students are sent
Jim De Young, Dordr's director of public
go on for graduate study.
books that must be read before they begin.
relations, is Deters' brother-in-law and
Treick applied to both the English and
Once there they spend two hours a day in
received the e-mail message from him.
..if~n!!e'l:n!J' l2'stl\)ud!!!.iJ·
"!9'I.l.iiJ,'Y'>"""~""'!'lIi",,",~!!i:>~~I~e~t l!ir~es~,,:cill!l!'tinue.tb~I _ c ~Ie~_......
~<A number
of tl'rings crossed my mind when
"For some reason, even though I love
meet
s~
I read it," says De Young. "First, how we
English, my statement of interest was very
find time for group activities. The PEW
take computers for granted here at Dordt and
dry. When I wrote about women's studies,
Younger Scholars receive free room and board
in my children's school here in Sioux Center.
something T didn't even know 1 cared about,
as well as a travel allowance. In addition they
Secnnd, I thought of AMOR, which, of
the words spilled from me," she says.
are given a stipend of $750.
course, has worked in the Dominican, often
building and fixing up the Christian schools
with which my brother-in-law works. So, I
decided I'd forward Jim's message to the
'everyone' e-mail list."
Ajunior history major, Nathaniel attended
History students present papers
De Young immediately received offers for
the American Studies program in Washington,
istory professors Hubert Krygsrnan and
half a dozen older computers from faculty and
D.C., during the fall of 1996 and cnntinues to
Arnold Koekkoek and seven students
staff members, but he also heard from Curtis
keep up with news and current events. With
attended the annual Student History
Taylor, who told him that Dordt's connection
no prior experience in radio, Nathaniel's work
Conference at University of South Dakota on
with Juan Calvina Christian High School was
is mainly in research. It is his responsibility
April 24. Three of those students presented
very close. A number of AMOR teams have
to come up with the weekly topic, schedule
papers: Kristin Kobes, Heath Oberloh, and
stayed in Sabana Grande, and in 1993 the
the guests, and outline the discussion. Past
Micah Schreurs. All three presented papers
AMOR group of which Taylor himself was a
topics have included the role of sports in
and received compliments from a number of
part helped construct the second floor of the
society, the talk radio boom, and hot issues in
people, including professors and graduate stuschool building.
the news. Guests have included people from
dents, who attended from other schools. Says
"I was enthusiastic about the idea of
a variety of places and occupations, from state
Koekkoek,
"They did us proud."
involving the student body in the effort that
representatives discussing local issues to
Jim had already begun," says Taylor, "and,
Alberta's Rev. Phil Stel discussing the
"Conversations" kicks off
after talking with Pastor Draayer, we came
problems of gambling.
up with a plan."
DCR'S "Conversations with Dr. Zylstra,"
"I suppose I was hired because 1 was familTaylor, Draayer, and De Young are hoping
airs every Friday morning at 8:05. The
iar with the president," Nathaniel jokes, then
to raise enough cash to cover the shipping and seventeen-minute program is an opportunity
adds, "1 do enjoy the opportunity to look into
import costs of whatever used equipment is
for KDCR to move into talk radio and also an
issues more in-depth than I would otherwise."
volunteered. If any money is left over after
opportunity for a unique father-son team.
shipping, they hope they can alsn buy, or
Model Arab League wins awards
Although it is President Carl Zylstra's voice
allow the Christian school organization to
heard over the airways, it would not be possiordt students again participated in the
buy, some new or used equipment that is
ble without the work of his son, Nathaniel.
Great Plains Region Mndel League of
newer than that which has been offered thus
Arab States held April 17-19 at Northwestern
far.
College in Orange City. The goal of the
"Jim says that whatever we can send will
Model Arab League is to help students learn
be appreciated and put to use," says De
about international diplomacy. Teams
Young. Any computer will serve to satisfy
composed of five students represent each of
the government's requirement, he explains.
sixteen Arab countries. This year, Dordt's
If the high school's needs are met with newer
teams represented Jordan and Syria. Students
raising

History notes

Paula 1i"olck and Nathaniel Zylstra will spend th .... weeks studying at the University of Notre Dame this

dri ve.

Campus capsules --------

H

K

D

equipment.

the organization

can use older

are also assigned to each of five working
committees, dealing with issues such as
Palestinian affairs, economics, security,
politics, society, and culture.

equipment in the twenty-three grade schools,
which will soon face the same pressure that
the high school faces now.

4 Voice
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Dordt named a best college buy

D

ordtCollege has been named one of
the 100 best college buys in the
United States by a new publication

that rates America's

colleges

and universities.

The Student Guide to America s Best 100
College Buys profiles the schools that are the
highest rated academically but have the lowest total cost for the college year.
Compiled by Institutional Research and
Evalnation of Gainesville, Georgia, the guide
not only lists the 100 best college buys, it
provides complete

information

on each one,

giving cost, sources of financial aid, majors
offered, and information on campus life at

almost evenly between public and private

institutions.
"We are pleased to be included in this
pnblication," says Jim De Young, director of
public relations.

"It confirms what we

already knew-students

seeking a high

quality Christian college education
find an excellent value at Dordt."

can

s

To be considered for America 100 Best
College Buys, colleges must meet very
specific

requirements.

They must be

accredited four-year institutions; offer full
residential facilities including residence halls
and dining services;

offer opportunities

to

each school.
The company researched almost 1800
colleges, says John Culler, publisher. "Our

an entering freshman class with a high school

research has shown that a prospective

grade point average and SAT or ACT score

student

could save thirty to fifty thousand dollars or
more on a quality college

education

at one of

these schools."
The list is quite diverse. Schools from
forty states are represented, from New Jersey

to Hawaii. The smallest school listed is Lyon
College, in Arkansas, with less than 500
students, and the largest is Texas A&M, with
more than 29,000 students. The list is split

qualified students for need-based, academicbased, and athletic-based financial aid; have

above the national average; and the cost
of attendance must be below the national
average.

The Student Guide to America's 100 Best
College Buys retails for $17.95. It is
available from the publisher, John Culler &
Sons, P.O. Box 1227, Camden, SC, 29020,
or by calling toll-free 1-888-744-7266. It is
also available

in most bookstores.

Rep Theatre produces original work

D

ordt's Repertory Theatre recently
completed its annual two-week tour.
Rep Theatre provides a tremendous

opportunity for students to prepare a work,
rehearse it, and present it to the public, says
instructor Simon du Toil.

"It is really the college experience most
analogous to working in theatre today since so
much of entry level acting happens in touring
groups," he says.
Each year the class tries to present an original work. It may draw on another piece, but it
is shaped by the instructor and the class.

"The advantage to such an approach is that
students really take ownership for the
production," says du Toit. That certainly
happened this year.
Du Toit decided to explore what it means to
have an immigrant heritage. For many students

at Dordt, that heritage is Dutch, so du Toit
focused on an event that seems to typify
celebrating the Dutch heritage in North
America-the
Straatfeest or Tulip Festival.

They used this as the vehicle to explore what it
On April 18, coUege oflicials broke ground for a new residence hall to be completed. by September

1998.

means to have an immigrant heritage and at the
same time gently poked at some of the nostal-

gic idiosyncrasies that have grown out of such
traditions.

"Although Straatfeest looks at Dutch tradiDordt students did well throughout the
intense debates. Four students, receiving first
or second place standings, were awarded
"best delegate" for their participation in the
committees.
Two students also received honorable mentions. Dordt's Syrian delegation

won second place for over-all delegation, and
Dordt tied for first place with Northwestern
College for "Outstanding Schoo!."

This year's conference
dealt with several
issues: the construction of a curriculum, the
matching of a school's curriculum with its
mission statement, the integration of school
subjects, and the evaluation of textbooks. The

B.J. Haan Education

Conference

is closely

associated
with Dordt's Center for Educational Services, a branch of Dordt's education
program. Next year's conference will focus on
evaluation and assessment, dealing specifically
with how to improve learning assessment.

tions, there are many things that anyone with
an immigrant heritage can relate to," says du
Toit. In fact, when the friends of one nonDutch Rep Theatre member visited class one
week, they commented on the similarities to
their tradition.
"Straatfeest" was an attempt to celebrate

heritage but also to step beyond it and ask what
really makes a community. For many of the
Dutch communities, like those profiled in the
work, the basic unity comes in being a part of

the body of believers, says du Toit. Such a
basis opens the door to people from any ethnic

PLIA sends out 160
Approximately
/'"\.scattered

160 eager students

across the country in March as

a part of PLIA-Putting

Love into Action.

This year's spring break mission teams cov-

B] Haan Conference another success
Tn spite of the adverse weather conditions

1. and widespread

flooding-which

last-minute cancellations

forced

by two schools-a

good crowd of teachers and principals attend-

ed the 1997 BJ. Haan Education Conference.
In their two days at Dordt they worked hard
on plans for improving their schools' curriculum. Robert Koole, a curriculum coordinator

from British Columbia, and Harro Van
Brummelen, an education professor at Trinity
Western University, proved to be excellent
leaders. The final conference evaluations were
very positive, even enthusiastic, says Dr. John
Van Dyk, coordinator of the conference.
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ered many miles-some
ending up as close
as Chicago and Denver, others traveling as
far as Mississippi, Tennessee, Kentucky, New
Mexico, and California. In total, eleven sites
were visited. Most of the work included
scraping, painting, cleaning, hanging lights
and doors, and working with children from

the area. Following PLIA '97's theme, "In
the Light," the week was truly one spent in
God's light.
List of PLIA Sites
Chicago, lll.
Denver, Colo.
Mendenhall, Miss.
Jackson, Miss.
Cary, Miss.
Pasadena, Calif.
Inez, Ky.
Nashville, Tenn.
Vicksburg, Miss.
Rehoboth, N. M.
Altamont, Tenn.

Straatfeest"
an attempt to

celebrate heritage
but also to
step beyond it
and ask what

heritage. In fact, within the Rep Theatre group

really makes

there are several students from other backgrounds, including a Korean and a Russian

a community,

who contributed to and became part of the
work.

"We all come with our own backgrounds, but
we must understand who we are before we can
embrace others," du Toit says.

Students in the Rep Theatre class began the

was

"

semester researching their history. They read,

visited museums, talked to parents and grandparents, uncles and elderly people in their communities. In the next stage, each student wrote

a monologue that told a story from that background. From there du Toit and senior Henry
Bakker blended the monologues with selections

from Sietze Buning's Style and Class and
shaped them into the final piece, adding songs
and dance.

In the end, Straatfeest isn't about Dutch
culture but American culture that has been

shaped by immigrant traditions, says du Toit.
"It's a way to celebrate who and what we are."

/
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Koldenhoven stressed the
role of the arts at Dordt
ven a casual glance at Dr. James
Koldenhoven's resume shows how
important the arts have been in his life.
He was a charter member of the Sioux Center
and Sioux County Arts Councils; he helped
start the Artist-in-the-Schools program in
Sioux County; he pursued grants for arts projects from local government, the National
Eudowment for the Arts, and the Iowa
Humanities Board; he worked closely with the
city of Sioux Center, the local public schools,
and Dordt College to design and fund Te
Paske Theatre-a cooperative effort that has
continued for two decades. He coordinated
two opera festivals that toured five Iowa coun-

E
I felt I had a real
reason to do theaternot just because
I loved it, but
because God called
me to serve him

through theater.

"

ties. He organized cbnferences-an

arts

conference in the early eighties and
"Suffering and Survival," a conference in the
early nineties commemorating the Dutch
during World War II. He has been a panelist
for the Iowa Arts Council's scholarship
program. He has been a member of the Iowa
Humanities Board since 1991 and its chair
since 1996.
Although the arts were not an everyday part
of growing up on the farm for Kolden-hoven,
one event became the spark that lit
his interest.
On a family visit to an uncle iu Orange City,
Iowa, the twelve-year-old Koldenhoven
attended a performance of a play being put on
by the community theater.
"I was mesmerized by the story and
especially by the fun everyone seemed to be
having," says Koldenhoven. "Already then I
knew 1 wanted to direct a play someday."

At Calvin College, years later, he took every
theater course he could, although he never did
much acting himself. As an English teacher at
Western Christian High School in Hull, Iowa,

he directed plays for six
years. When he came to
Dordt in 1962 as an
English instructor, he also
led the ThaJians, a drama
club that staged many wellreceived productions. It
was in the late sixties, however, that doing theater
became more than a passion; it became a mission.
When Professors John
Van Dyk and John Vander
Stelt came to campus in
In the last play of his career, Koldenhoven directed "The Madwoman of
the late sixties, they
Cbaillot." Here he works with cast members Charity and Chris Lopez.
brought with them a
Christian worldview that
"I depended on lively interactive discussion
proclaimed God's sovereignty and reign over
as a teaching strategy. It got to the point where
all areas of life, says Koldenhoven. The disthat was difficult and therefore frustrating,
cussions that followed about our role in his
because I couldn't catch what people were
kingdom brought turmoil and excitement, he
saying clearly enough to keep the discussion
adds.
engaging," he says.
"Some fought these ideas, some resisted,
Joining the academic administration gave
some listened, but all of us weut through a
him an opportunity to help make a difference
terrible turbulence that in the end changed us,"
in another way, he says. He has enjoyed
says Koldenhoven. "I felt I had a real reason
organizational policy setting and keeping the
to do theater-not just because I loved it, but
institution running smoothly.
because God called me to serve him through
Now as he looks back over his years of
theater.

"I was so captured by the vision that we
must be busy helping redeem culture that it
changed the way I taught my courses and the
way I lived," he adds. He began to push for a
program that would prepare Christian students
to work as Christians in theater. He became
involved with state arts councils and committees. He spearheaded community and college
to the
entire community. And he became involved in

cooperative efforts to ~tIle-arts

local politics.
"It opened a whole new world to me," he
says, looking back. "Before those years I and
most Christians I knew tried to live a pious
life but didn't feel we had to take much
responsibility for things beyond our families,
schools, and churches. Now I threw myself
into society and tried to make a difference as
a Christian."
That passion drove him through the 1970s.
Through persistent lobbying, he eventually
helped bring a theater arts major to Dordt. But
the road was winding and uphill. In fact, in
1974 he handed in his resignation out of
frustration because he seemed to be getting
nowhere. But finally Presideut BJ. Haan and
the board approved taking action. Within a
year colleagues Verne Meyer and Mike Stair
were hired and a department was in place.
"I must admit that I had grown a little cynical after fighting so long for a theater department," Koldenhoven says. For a time he put
his energies into politics, running for state
office.

Although Koldenhoven's professional work was primarily in theatre, over the years he has come
to support and appreciate music at least as much as theatre. It began when an army buddy asked
why he didn't have a "Hi-Fi." The Koldenhovens eventually decided to purchase one and it has
led to one of the greatest joys in their lives, he says. Koldenhoven continues to support the arts as
general manager of the Northwest Iowa Symphony Orchestra.
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"When I was not elected, I took it as a sign
to go back to schooL" He completed his PhD.
in theater at the University of Minnesota in
1985. Although he continued to direct plays
and teach two courses per year, when he was
appointed dean of the humanities iu 1986, his
focus shifted for the rest of his career.
"I guess I did become a bit disillusioned
with what could actually be accomplished
once Ibegan sitting on the state arts council.
In some ways I realized that I couldn't do it
all. But I also learned that, even if you can't
completely change things, you can still be salt.
You can still take small steps. And I leamed

teaching he realizes he's never had any second
thoughts about whether he chose the right
career. From his first position-while
still a
college student-at Ocheyeden Christian
School where the children were so engaging
and the parents were so supportive that he
rarely had to cook a meal, to the energy and
excitement of high school students, to the

"'' M!_'' jjjj",_,;;;::i'' ' ' '1

intellectual probing of college students, he
"'Ould_do.il.lIII~ __

plays he has directed blur a bit but create
memories that quickly resurface with the right
prompt.
"Dordt has given me a Reformed vision," he
says, "a framework for thinking and working.
As a kid I thought calling must be a voice
from heaven. I've since learned what calling
means, and I've experienced a sense of that
calling that I never would have believed
possible. Dordt has been good to me and
given me and my family a good life."

Koldenhoven's Last Hurrah
In rribute to Dr. James Koldenhoven's
years of service to Dordt's theater arts
department, faculty, students, and alumm
gathered for a receptiou after last fall's performance of "The Madwoman 0
Chaillot." The play marked the end
of Koldenhoven's directing career at
Dordt
College
and
was
dubbed
"Koldenhoven's last hurrah." It was a play
he had directed early in his career and one
of his favorites.
Because the reception coincided with
Parents' Weekend, a number of alumni
who have children attending Dordt were
able to attend as well. They shared stories
and memories, humorous and serious.
Many thanks were expressed for the
impact the Koldenhovens have had on the
lives of students over the years.
One interesting story involved the cast-a
ing of the two productions of "The
Madwoman of Chaillot." In the origiual
show Hattie Alleu played the countess, and
Martin Van Dyk played Pierre. Their roles
in the play led to a friendship that euded in
marriage. In last fall's production-which

patience."

they attended-their

The other thing that pulled Koldenhoven
further from the classroom and the theater was
his diminishing hearing.

theater arts major, played the role of the
prospector.

/

son James, a junior
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Dekkenga's students learned
to live by his example
Sally Jongsma

his
n last year of teaching Martin Dekkenga
finally moved from the small "temporary"

I

office he inhabited for more than two
decades. Although the new office is more
spacious, better lit, and has room to talk with
two or three students instead of one, the same
warm atmosphere
to talk.

welcomes students who come

Such friendships began in the classroom and
developed through a talk in his office or over
coffee in the snack bar. Once started, Dekkenga
tries to nurture relationships with students by
making himself available.
"Showing you care opens doors," he says.
The letters former students sent to congratu-

Entering Dekkenga's office you quickly notice
the bulletin board full of tacked-up photos.
Poses of young couples and their children and
close-ups of individuals form a collage of faces
and colors that brighten the room. They also
brighten Dekkenga's life. They represent the
many students he
to know and love
teaching at Dordt
When asked to

"Occasionally we have to say it's first come
first served when more than one calls or writes
for a place to stay," he says.

has not only taught, but come
in his twenty-eight years of
College.
reflect on the best part of his

teaching career, he says without hesitation,

"The

students, of course."
"I love my subject matter, but by itself that
would not be enough," Dekkenga says. "Getting
to know students, helping them work through
problems and face issues has brought me true
joy. I have a deep sense of gratitude to the Lord
for the privilege he has given me to serve him
and these students through teaching."
Dekkenga says he is impressed year after year
with the willingness of his students to confront
new issues and ideas-some
that threaten what
they've thought before.
"It's a joy but also somewhat frightening
when you realize the tremendous responsibility
you have and the lasting impact you can have on
students' lives," he says.
And he does. Dekkenga gets mail from over
two dozen former students each year. A few
corne back to visit with their families, staying at
the Dekkenga home for a night or a weekend.

late him on his retirement show the depth of
appreciation students feel toward their mentor
and friend.
One wrote:"] am thankful for your mild manner, your cheerful attitude, and your bright smiling greetings. Thank you, too, for all your kind
and wise words of advice during my four years at
Dordt College. Lastly, I thank God for his guidance in your life. You have made many contributions in the lives of your students. I recall many
conversations where your name was mentioned
by students who sought your help and advice
because they considered you a trusted source."
Another wrote: "I want to thank you for
caring, for taking the time to sow a seed of
potential in me,"
And another: "You certainly spoke softly but
carried a big stick. While you may have spoken
softly, the 'big stick' you carried was discipline,

include the variety of other types of communica-

excellence, endurance, tenacity, tenderness,
and respect."

tion, from interpersonal to broadcast to performance. Dekkenga changed too. He did graduate
work in television production at the University

Even though his dealings with students
didn't change much over the years, his subject
matter most definitely did. Dekkenga graduated
from college with a speechlEnglish major. The

of Iowa and taught students how to use video
cameras. He also taught radio broadcasting

emphasis was almost exclusively on public
address and performance, he says. Dekkenga
himself was actively involved in plays and
choirs as well as teaching speech. He also
served as principal of two elementary schools
and a high school.
In 1969 Dordt needed a speech teacher.
Dekkenga, then principal of Dakota Christian

courses.
"It was an exciting time, but changes occurred
almost too fast to keep up with," he says. That
pace continues.
"You can hardly use a textbook from one year
to the next because it will be out of date." he
says.
Dekkenga is ready to relinquish his duties to

High School, was contacted by an old friend,
Jim Koldenhoven, to apply for the position. He

younger instructors for whom keeping up with
the technology is easier, but he is not through

came and taught speech and oral interpretation.
"The emphasis was on good speaking for
public settings," says Dekkenga, so most of his

serving people around him. He may teach parttime next year to help fill a vacancy in the

students were pre-seminary students or others
planning to enter a professional career.
The change in focus from speech to commu-

Dekkenga concluded a twenty-eight year career
at Dordt CoUegethis May.

STAFF

OPENING

FARM STEWARD
The agriculture department is seeking a farm
steward for the 160-acre Agriculture Stewardship
Center. Responsibilities include the day-to-day
operation of crop and livestock enterprises for
education and research. A master's degree and
farm management experience are preferred. The
farm steward works closely with faculty, students,
and the college constituency. Qualified persons
committed to a Reformed, biblical perspective and
educational philosophy are invited to send a letter
of interest and curriculum vitae by June 15.
Dr. Rockne McCarthy
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Dordt College
498 4th Ave NE
Sioux Center, IA 51250-1697
facsimile: 712-722-4496
e-mail: vpaa@dordt.edu
Dordt College is an equal opportunity employer and
encourages application by women and minorities

nication began only a few years later. As
technology advanced, Dekkenga and his new
colleague Daryl Vander Kooi, fresh out of graduate school, began to broaden the focus to
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department while Dr. Lorna Van Gilst is on
leave. After that he and his wife, Leona, plan to
volunteer with the Red Cross, the Christian
Reformed World Relief Committee, or SOWER.
''I'm not a full-time golfer or traveler or fisherman, and I need to keep busy. Only the Lord
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knows for sure what the future holds at this
point," he says with his signature smile.

that fits your busy life? The Dordt
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Martin Dekkenga is fondly remembered by many students--especially those who worked the
Saturday morning shift at KDCR. He faithfully brought bakery goods each week.
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Learning from Kuyper's spirituality
James

c. Schaap

'mnot a fatalist or a determinist, and I
don't hold much faith in those who
argue that our identities are entirely prescribed by the DNA particles that make our
fingerprints unique or determine the length
of our toes. Even so, about some bits and
pieces of who we are, I'm afraid we don't
have much choice.
I am, for better or for worse, someone
shaped by the work of a portly historical
figure named Abraham Kuyper, a former
prime minister of the Netherlands, a noted
clergyman and theologian, and a prolific
journalist, about whom I know little else.
I've never studied Kuyper's theology,
read his political treatises, or paged through
more than a chapter or two of his biography.
What I know is that he was and still is
central to the ethos in which I was raised,
an ethos I continue to work within, the
precious baggage of a diminutive American
immigrant sub-culture, the Dutch Reformed,
a group of folks long ago forgotten by its
contemporary European siblings and slowly

I

-,

old ways was simply a means by which to
maintain identity in the 19th century polyglot that was America. Part of what they
held to was inscribed in their souls by this
man, Abraham Kuyper; so he was part of
what they passed along to me, even though,
growing up, I never heard the man's name
in my own family home.
Let me take a moment to explain the
Kuyper legacy as I've come to know it,
from someone who, today, actively passes it
along to his students. Christianity bestows
on its adherents a double identity: we are
citizens of both this world and the next, a
reality that often creates an identity crisis
and some confusion of purpose. First of all,
we are, as recipients of grace, inheritors of a
spiritual kingdom, the world to come in
eternity. 'This world is not my home; I'm
just a passin' through," claims the old hymn.
Whenever eternal peace is compared with
the turbulent listing of our lives on earth,
placid heavenly waters seem especially
inviting.
But as long as we live here on earth,
we are citizens of this world-not
simply
heaven-gazers. To look only toward heaven
means looking past the world God tells us,
in John 3:16, he loved so breath-takingly
much. Total investment in the life hereafter,
some Kuyper followers ntight say, means
shirking the joys and responsibilities of the
world God lovingly sets us within.
What we live with is not so much a
paradox as a pair of mutually exclusive
demands on our time and interests. It's very
simple for Christians to fall off the tightrope
created by Christ's injunction to be "in and

now disappearing, as all ethnic sub-cultures
do, within the stew constantly brewing in
the American melting pot.

For him,
to be near unto God
is

something private,
quiet, and deep,

what he calls so often
the "hidden walk"

"
-«:
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This man Kuyper is an intimate of mine,
even though I never met him. Somewhere
inside me he holds sway with much more
authority than, say, President Teddy
Roosevelt, who would have been his
contemporary and was himself DutchAmerican. Kuyper's mind-his
ideas and
vision-are
a part of me that has always
been there, even when I didn't know he was.
Something of what I am I attribute to him,
and I do so thankfully.
My ethno-religious roots are deeply
planted in 19th century Dutch Calvinism,
a legacy I didn't choose any more than I
chose my parents or the place of my birth.
Rootedness suggests values, and my own
immigrant great-grandparents stuck with old
country traditions via an adherence built
upon faith, even though anthropologists, I'm
sure, would assert that their holding to the

not of': some fall tuWlli'iIWhat somebelievers call "worldliness" on one side,
while others fall into other-worldliness on
the other, Balance is both difficult and
demanding. Our job is to look to glory without overlooking his world. That's not easy.
What I've always believed about Kuyper
is that he sensibly walked the line between
our spiritual and earthly concerns. Even in
his life, one can't miss the balance. He was
both preacher and prime ntinister, both
theologian and politician, both writer of
meditations and social theorist. Those who
knew his personal life better than I do may
well call me a victim of his mythos, but the
Kuyper who has given me a paradigm by
which to see my own calling is a Kuyper
who was, at once, both near unto God and
near unto God's world.
In fact, I believe it was Kuyper's ability to
balance the claims of a Christian's inherent
double identity that, at least on this side of
the Atlantic, made his name into an adjective I've used respectfully time and time
again-Kuyperian.
With that adjective, the
institution where I teach often defines its
ntission, with equal doses of the respect
and admiration we might give the word
Calvinistic.
The little devotional book, To Be Near
Unto God, offers an Abraham Kuyper who
might almost embarrass his followers, a
Kuyper whose spiritual soliloquies tinker
with a spirituality so akin to ecstasy that it
brought furrows to the brows of the more
stolid Dutch ancestral character. But don't
ntisunderstand. That furrow was not simply
the result of violated sensibilities. What
made Kuyperians anxious about To Be Near
Unto God, was the riskiness of Kuyper's
spirituality. Quite simply stated, the book
was potentially dangerous, not to his image

/

but to people, who ntight, on reading it,
become so caught up in his quest for
what we've come to call at the end of the
twentieth century, "spirituality," one's
personal relationship to God, that they ntight
renege on their commitment to the world.
I learned a number of things from To Be
Near to God. First, those who claim that
inheritors of a Reformed or Calvinist world
view have no tradition of piety are, at best;
uninformed. No one can read this book and
come away believing such nonsense.
Kuyper's spirituality is a witness, a century
after the devotions were penned.
But I also learned that Kuyper's
expression of spirituality is a world away
from contemporary public demonstrations of
piousness-for
him, to be near unto God is
something private, quiet, and deep, what he
calls so often the "hidden walk." From the
outside, aJl.d, in the pew, the countenance,
Kuyper..
appear cold. It may seem to lack drama or a
heavy bass, but it isn't at all cold. Read him
yourself and see.
Some things that I learned didn't surprise
me-the way he uses science, for instance.
Kuyper was not afraid of life, of technological change; he seems to have been someone
driven to locate his God in every inch of His
creation, just as the mythos created him in
my ntind.
But I was surprised, I guess, to find him
as tolerant as he is, exhorting his readers in
several meditations to allow for individual
differences in both coming to God and in
expressing their individual faith. What
impressed me about his toleration was his
understanding of human nature-how
easy
it is for us, having come to God ourselves,
to prescribe the means by which others
should.
For me at least, the greatest discovered
joy in reading a nearly century-old book of
meditations was Kuyper's vivid exposition
of the attributes of God. Let me try to
explain. Preaching, like writing meditations, becomes quite moralistic when the
word "should" is too liberally sprinkled
about. I believe an old rule of thumb for
writing extends to preaching as well: "show,
don't tell." Convincing writing always
pictures, never points-always
demonstrates, never demands. Kuyper describes
God and his love so thoughtfully and so
caringly that our response to what he says is
not so much directed as it is discipled by the
reality he pictures. Kuyper doesn't need to
tell us how to be, because in so many of the
meditations, he shows us, beautifully, by
describing God with intimate respect and
awe. The book may well be 100 years old,
but it is, to me, a devotional classic.
7
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Letters to Lisa is a practical book for teachers

L

etters to Lisa is a practical book," says
author and professor of education Dr.
John Van Dyk about his recently
published book. Through a series of twentytwo questions, Van Dyk talks about key issues
that face and often divide teachers and parents:
Do I teach students or subjects? Should I get
rid of worksheets?
What about competition in my classroom? Can a
Christian teach
Christianly in a
public school?
The questions are
posed by a
fictitious fifth grade
teacher to her
father, an education
professor. The dialogue conveys both
the fatherly and the
professional reflections of a more experienced
educator with a younger, enthusiastic profes-

sional teacher.
The specific idea for the book actually did
come from Van Dyk's daughter, Lisaalthough she is a social work researcher and
not a fifth grade teacher. Lisa was teaching a
university course in social work and wrote Van
Dyk with some questions about teaching
strategies. Those e-mail messages and letters
became the format for Letters to Lisa.

Faculty news

"My intent is to show how everyday
practical decisions a teacher must make
are rooted in what she believes," says Van
Dyk. "One's view of life makes all the
difference."
In each chapter, Van Dyk not only responds
to Lisa's question, but also gives numerous
practical suggestions for teaching. These
responses become part of the ongoing discussion between two professionals who don't
always agree with each other, but are eager to
learn from each other.
Van Dyk says that he tried not to portray
stereotypes, but true-to-life situations that
teachers can relate to. In one letter Lisa's
question comes after standing in line behind a
fellow teacher who always seems to be at the
photocopy machine running off worksheets. A
discussion about emphasizing academics or
discipleship arises after a van ride home from
a professional development day.
Van Dyk's work is the result of more than
ten years as director of the Center for
Educational Services at Dordt College. During
those ten years he has spent many days visiting
and observing teachers in schools across North
America. A former high school teacher, he has
worked extensively with practicing teachers,
experimented with a variety of teaching strategies at elementary and middle school levels,
and led many professional workshops. His
main concern, he says, is to understand how to
create an educational environment that equips

_

Dr. Jack Fennema, director of graduate
education, contributed a chapter to a book
published by the Centre for the Study of
Australian Christianity titled The Crumbling
Walls of Certainty: Towards a Christian

from Associated Church Press for his short
story "What He Needed to Say" printed in
Christian Century, and his story "Evensong"
was published in Windhoven and "Mutual Sin"
in Mars Hill Review.

Critique-of Postmodemity and Education.
Fennema's chapter is titled "Viewing Students

Schaap delivered this year's Stanley
Wiersma Lecture at Calvin College in April and

Through a Creation-Fall-Redemption Conceptual Framework."
Fennema also presented a keynote address
titled "Disciplining for Discipleship" at the
Colleges of Mid-America Conference at the
University of Sioux Falls in April. In March he
was elected by the CSJ District 6 board as their
representative to the board of directors of
Christian Schools International.

was a featured speaker at tbe 1997 Evangelical
Press Association Conference in May, speaking
on the topic ''Taking the Terror out of Fiction."

Dr. John Visser, business professor, returns to
China this summer to teach international business to Chinese managers and professors. This
is the second summer he has worked with a
group of Christian professors teaching
business practices to Chinese professionals.
Dr. Dallas Apol was recently elected to a
second term as secretary of the North American
Christian Foreign Language Association. He,
Professor Corrine Huisman, and Dr. John
Struyk recently attended the national conference held at Calvin College.
Dr. Joan Ringerwole, professor of music,
presented a recital at Dimnent Memorial Chapel
at Hope College on April 27, 1997. The recital,
co-sponsored by Hope and the American Guild
of Organists, was performed in honor of longtime Holland area organist Martha Tibbe, who
donated her music collection to Dordt's music
library through provisions in her will.
Dr. James Schaap, professor of English, has
had two new books published this spring.
Near to God modernized Abraham Kuyper's
1918 book To Be Near To God. The Secrers
of Barneveld Calvary tells the stories of the
parishoners of one congregation.
He received the second place award (1996)
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Dr. Lorna Van Gilst, professor of English and
communication, gave a presentation titled
"Com, Cows, Composition, and Coordination" at the National Council of Teachers of
English conference on writing in Sonoma
County, California, on April 18. The presentation focused on coordinating writing instruction
with other disciplines. Graphic arts senior student Ionie Meinders designed the display board
used in this interactive display, a new format
for NCTE conferences.

Several members of the Dordt College
community attended the conference "Reviving
the Christian Mind" held at Wheaton College
from April 17-20. Those representing Dordt
were Charles and Pam Adams, Wayne and
Kristin Kobes, John Kok, Rockne McCarthy,
and John Vander Stelt. They were joined by Dr.
John Hulst and several Dordt alumni as well as
over 300 other academicians. Speakers included
Mark Noll, George Marsden, Nicholas
Wolterstorff, and Arthur Holmes.

Theology professor Sydney Hielema attended
the Midwest regional conference of the
American Academy/Society of Biblical
Literature held in St. Paul, Minnesota, in early
April. Highlights of the conference were keynote addresses by New Testament scholars
Robert Jewett and Raymond Brown. Both men
emphasized the need for humility in biblical
scholarship, lamenting trends toward arrogance
by speculating without restraint, thereby undermining the canonical character of Scripture,
says Hielema.

students to live redemptive lives. To
Van Dyk that means helping students
develop their intellect, their commitment to service and stewardship, and
their desire to be true disciples of
Christ in everything they do.
While most Christians may agree
with those goals, implementing them
often divides people. Van Dyk has
become convinced that to properly
achieve the goals of Christian education, establishing and maintaining a
collaborative classroom is important.
''There are other Christian teachers who believe that a teacher's job
is only to impart knowledge and tell kids what
they need to know," he says. Nevertheless, he
is convinced that despite different approaches,
Christians can benefit from talking together
about what schools are for and how teachers
need to teach to realize that goal.
Letters to Lisa is written primarily for inservice teachers. Because it is readable and
true-to-life, it would be a valuable discussion
starter for staff development meetings or
board/staff orientation meetings.
"In conversations with teachers, I began to
see that a book like Letters to Lisa would be
very useful," says Van Dyk. He was encouraged by many teachers to write it.
Van Dyk is now working on a second book,
The Craft of Christian Teaching. This book,
too, emerges from Van Dyk's work in the
Center for Educational Services. It will focus
specifically on a Christian approach to teaching strategies.
"There are many books on curriculum,
lesson planning, unit writing, and philosophy
of education; but there has been little sustained
thinking about pedagogy," Van Dyk says. He
hopes to help fill that void with his second
Qo9.k due jo appegr.in the fall of 1998.

My

intent is to

show how everyday
practical decisions
a teacher must make
are rooted in what
she believes,

"

Fictorie receives Ph.D.

D

ordtchemistry professor Carl
Fictorie recently received his
Ph.D. from the University of
Minnesota in materials chemistry.
Fictorie's research, titled "A Kinetic
and Mechanistic Study of the Chemical
Vapor Deposition of Titanium Dioxide
Using Alkoxide Precursors,' studied
the various molecular steps that occur
in the reaction on the surface of the
metal and the rate at which it changed.
Although his research was very
technical, it will have some very
practical uses.
"Titanium dioxide may be used as
one component in making computer chips
smaller and faster," he says. Titanium dioxide
may also be used as an anti-reflective coating
on eye glasses and windshields in the future,
although these later applications do not depend
on the research Fictorie conducted.
Fictorie's area of research falls slightly outside of mainstream chemistry, into what has
come to be known as surface chemistry.
Surface chemistry studies the surfaces of solids
to understand how they affect chemical
reactions. It also has close ties to catalysis
and areas of chemical engineering and material
science.
"It is instrument-heavy research in a somewhat unknown frontier," he adds.
Although Fictorie does not plan to continue
his work with titanium dioxide, he does
foresee doing research in other areas of
surface chemistry that may be more approachable and give his students an opportunity to
assist him.

/

Dr. Carl Fictorie
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component in making
computer chips
smaller and faster,
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Sports

Track teams set nine new records,
send four to nationals

T

he Dordt College track team completed
an outstanding spring as the men's and
women's teams set nine new school
records and sent four members to the NAJA
National Track and Field Championships.
The women's team set three records. New
standards were set in the 4 x 400-meter relay,
the 4 x 800-meter relay, and the 1500-meter
run-set by Sarah Pluim. The men set six new
records. Phil Steenstra set a new mark in the
javelin, and Jeff Summerhays, in the 1500-meter
run. The men also set new marks in the 4 x 100meter relay, the 4 x 200-meter relay, the medley
relay and distance-medley relay.
"Setting new records at almost every meet
made the season a great deal of fun," said coach
Syne Altena. "Both the men's and women's
teams did very well."

The Dordt women finished third at the
South Dakota-Iowa Conference meet in
Mitchell, South Dakota. The women set three
new SDIC meet records at the meet. Pluim set
new individual records in the 800-meter run and
1500-meter run. In the 4 x 400-meter relay,
Dordt also set a new SDIC meet record.
Memhers were Cara De Wit, Cathy Palmer,
Heidi Vanden Hoek and Pluim.
The teams also sent four members to the
NAIA National Track and Field Championships.
Matt Howerzyl advanced in the II O-meter high
hurdles and 400-meter hurdles. Jason De Weerd
advanced in the 800-meter run and Jeff
Summerhays in the 1500-meter run. Pluim made
the women's nationals in the SOO-meter run and
1500-meter run.

Baseball competes in rebuilding year
sports articles by Steve Hoogland

T

he Dordt College baseball team wrapped
up the 1997 season with a 7-27 record,
6-14 in Sonth Dakota-Iowa Conference
play. But there were some very positive notes to
the season, said coach Tom Visker.
"The hitting exceeded expectations," he said.
One of the centerpieces to the offense was
catcher Tim De Jong, who set a new school
record with 10 home runs, II donbles and 79
total bases on the year. De long also was named
first-team all- SDIC for his outstanding year

which included the 10 homers, 36 RBIs and a
.369 batting average.
"One of the reasons we had a consistent
offensive effort was because of Tim's presence
in the middle of the order along with a number
of younger players who provided big hits,"
said Visker.
Freshman Craig Broek led the team with a
.370 batting average. Freshman third baseman
Tim Roose also was among team leaders with
a .328 batting average.
The team included two seniors. Matt Fynaardt
played first base and pitched. On the mound,
Fynaardt won two and lost four and had a save
in relief. He also had two complete games.
fynaardl also had a

This year's young team included 14 freshman and
sophmores and showed a great deal of improvement
over the seaso=D~.
_

Three juniors

_ng

average. Mark

awarded alumni scholarships
Paula Treick

T

he Dordt College Alumni Association has
awarded this year's Alumni Scholarship to
three juniors: Nathaniel Zylstra, Marge
Kelderman, and Matt De Kam. The purpose of
the Alumni Scholarship is to promote excellence
in academics as well as personal and spiritual
development in the students.
Nathaniel Zylstra is a history major in Dordt's
pre-law program. Zylstra acknowledges that his
most important goal is
to "serve God in whatever he calls me to do."
Zylstra is very involved
on campus. He has
participated in crosscountry and Concert
Band, and has served as
a resident assistant. He
has been on Stndent
Forum since his freshman year and will serve
again next year.
Through Stndent
Forum, Zylstra has
1997Alumni Scholarship recipients Nalbanlel Zylstra, Mall De
served on many faculty
Kam and Marge Kelderman.
-student committees.
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Vander Giessen was the team's most versatile
player. He played catcher, third base, second
base and left field. In addition, he led the team
scoring with 24 runs and set a school record as
a senior by being hit with 14 pitches.
"Matt provided solid mound innings and was
the leader on a young pitching staff," said
Visker. "Mark was the kind of player who
played outstanding defense wherever he was.
He also provided key base hits."

Zylstra appreciates many aspects of his Dordt
education, including the sense of community
among students and between students and
facnlty. He finds most valuable, however, Dordt's
reformed perspective in education. The importance of this perspective became apparent to him
during his participation in the American Studies
Program. "I was better prepared to deal with
being a Christian in the work place, in politics,
and in whatever else we did than some other
students were," Zylstra says.
Marge Kelderman is currently working on a
double major in accounting and business administration. Kelderman's college career has not
been a traditional one. Beginning in 1971, she
attended Dordt for three semesters before she
decided to marry and have a family. Three years
ago, her husband died suddenly. She decided that
she would have to fiuish her college education to
be able to provide for her children.
Kelderman also appreciates Dordt's Christian
perspective. "I feel it is imperative that one has a
firm understanding of one's heliefs as well as
how those beliefs should affect the way we live,"
she says. She also appreciates the snpport she
received from Dordt's faculty, staff, and students,
when she returned to Dordt as a student after
years outside of the classroom.
/

Softball squad
advances to
NAJA regionals

T

he Dordt College softball squad captured
the South Dakota-Iowa Conference
championship this spring with a 12-4
league record and advanced to the Great Plains
Regional Tournament in Lindsborg, Kansas.
Althongh Dordt was eliminated after two
losses at regionals and finished with a 17-20
record, coach Don Draayer was more than
pleased with the season.
"We really had a terrific season, especially
down the stretch," said Draayer. "We played
one of the tougher schedules we've played in
several years."
Draayer said the team's defense played very
well. At regionals, Dordt had seventh-inning
leads against both Minot State and Bethany
before losing 4-2 and 3-2.
Dordt's offense did not produce numbers like
the preyi ij~~e~ar~ll!I1~~~!itl!~jjI!jlWliloII.
__
numbers re ected t e toug er sche uIe.
Karla Haagsma led the team with a .339
batting average. Faith Baas led the team with
29 runs. Renae Meenderinck was the RBI
leader with 22. Kris Hnenink had 21 RBis.
Haagsma and Hnenink each had nine doubles.
Carla Geleynse led the team with three triples.
Wendy Beimers and Karla Haagsma handled
the majority of the pitching. Beimers finished
with a 12-8 record. Haagsma was 4-5 but
finished the season on a hot streak.
Beimers. Haagsma and Huenink were allSDIC performers. Beimers and Haagsma were
selected to the all-Great Plains Regional squad.
, "We had some highlights," said Draayer.
"We won the first game of the year in Florida
against an NCAA Division III opponent on a
force play with a drawn-in outfield. We had big
SDIC wins against Sioux Falls and Dakota
Wesleyan and then we defeated Northwestern
with their All-American, Melanie Mason, on
the mound. It was disappointing to lose in
regionals, but we're a very young squad, and
we may get a chance to go back."

Matt De Kam is ajunior mechanical engineering major. In the future he hopes to obtain a master's degree in mechanical engineering, possibly
in the area of fluid mechanics.
On campus, De Kam sings in Chorale, serves
on the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers executive board, plays water polo, and
has volnnteered on both PLIA and AMOR.
De Kam says that most schools thiuk they
have prepared you for your career by teaching
technical skills. But, he says, "There is no point
in knowing technical skills if you don't have the
comfort of knowing you are redeemed in Christ
and can count on him for direction." De Kam
believes that Dordt has given him the technical
skills as well as a Christian perspective.
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Campaign Update

Matching gifts program stimulates increased giving
Lyle Gritters
Vice President for College Advancement

r

he Dordt 2000 Campaign Matching
Gifts Program, introduced on January
I, 1997, has stimulated many new and
increased gifts to the campaign.
Funded by a group of friends of the college,
primarily members of the campaign leadership
committees, the program provides matching
gifts for all new and increased Dordt 2000
Campaign pledges and gifts of $500 or more
as follows:

Gifts of

Matched at

$500 - $999
$1000 - $25,000

25%
50%

As of May 1, 1997 (four months into the
program), the Matching Gifts Program has
already generated over $212,000 in new or
increased pledges and gifts that have been
matched with close to $100,000 in funds from
these sponsoring friends.

Rec Complex Nears Completion
Since the last progress report on Dordt 2000
construction, much of the finishing work has
been completed in the recreation complex.
o
o

Campaign

Update

As of May, a total of $12,952,000 in pledges
and cash gifts had been comrrtitted to the
Dordt 2000 Campaign. That is an increase of
$504,000 since the February I report in the
last issue of the Voice. We have now reached
the 81 % completion mark in our overall goal
of $16,000,000. The development staff is
confident that the challenge of the new
Matching Gifts Program will help them raise
the $3,048,000 balance needed to reach the
campaign goal in the next two years.

o
o

Most of the painting is finished.
The hardware has been installed for the
curtains that will divide the courts and
surround the track.

[ill
$16

®

The backstops have been hung.
The walls of the racquetball courts have
been installed.

D

million

$14
million

$12

Work crews have begun laying the wood
floor for one of the center courts. Installation
of the rubber floor for the track and the
two basketball/tennis courts will begin soon.
A mid-summer
completion
date is still
anticipated.

million

$10
million

$8

Endowments become
increasingly important
Dave Vander Werf

s I visit with people I am often asked
two questions: "What is an endowment and why do we need it?" These
are good questions, because endowments,
although little known, are vitally important to
an institution such as Dordt College.

A
KeUi Schuttinga ('71) and Betty Moss ('86) present
14'10 Gritlers _
pledges from alumDi.

Class-giving program
brings new pledges
nconjunction with the Dordt 2000
Campaign, a new program was developed
this year to link class reunion with
pledges to the campaign. The classes of 1971
and 191115
were asked to make a five-year
pledge to the campaign in recognition of the
25th and 10th anniversaries respectively. As a
result, thirty-eight new pledges were made by
the class of 1971 for a total of $16,500.
Thirty-eight new pledges were also made by
the class of 1986 for a total of $18,045.
The class-giving program will continue this
year with calls made to the classes of 1972 and
1987. Sponsors of this year's campaign for the
class of 1972 are Larry Addink, Judi (Fluck)
Sjoerdsma, Jerry Vreeman, Martin and Susan
Contant, and Les Netjes. Sponsors for the class
of 1987 are Bryan Kooi, Joel Gross, Teresa
(Weidenaar) Kredit, Mary (Meyer) Kreun,
Mark Hollander, and Kenton Kamp.

I

1. What is an endowment?
An endowment is a fund set apart from
regular operating or building funds to ensure

the long-term support and financial stability of
an institution. Generally, only interest earned
on that fund is spent; the principal is never
touched.
2. Hnw is the interest earned on endowment
funds used?
That depends on the type of endowment.
There are two main types: restricted and
general. Restricted endowments are funded by
donors for a special purpose-such
as scholarships. If a donor leaves $50,000 in her will to
establish a scholarship, the money is placed in
a fund and only the interest is used for annual
scholarship awards to students. Because the
principal is never touched, funds for the
scholarship will never be depleted.
If the above donor had left the $50,000 to
the institution without designating any specific
use, the bequest would likely be placed in the
general endowment fund. The institution can
then determine whether to use the interest from
these funds to help defray operating expenses
or to add it to the endowment principal.

Board News
t their semi-annual meeting the board
of trustees approved seven new
faculty members for next year and
appointed three faculty members to their first
regular two-year contract (following completion of their initial two-year appointments).
The board also approved constrnction of the
new residence hall and expressed appreciation
for the rapidly completing constrnction on the
Dordt 2000 associated projects.
In the past, membership on the board of
trustees has been limited to members of
the Christian Reformed Church. In addition
four non-CRC advisory members have met

A
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regularly with the board. At this meeting the
board of trustees eliminated the advisory
member positions and instead created a provision that allows the board to appoint four to
six non-CRC members. The board appointed
current advisory members Reverend Maynard
Koerner and Reverend John Mahaffy as its
first two members from outside the Christian
Reformed Church.
The administrative cabinet will be considering the implications of this decision for the
employment policies of the college. Any
change from present policy will need to be
approved by the board at a future meeting.

3. Why is an endowment

necessary?

In the past, Dordt College was able to raise
enough money through tuition and gift support
from churches and individuals to meet yearly
operating expenses. This is not true today.
Tuition continues to increase as educational
costs rise. Our students don't come from
wealthy families; in fact seventy-five percent
of our students receive some form of financial
aid as compared to the national average of
forty-five percent. Consequently, we cannot
raise tuition enough to cover all of our increas-

ing costs. Funds for scholarships and some of
the general operating budget will eventually
have to come from interest on our endowment.
Across the nation colleges and universities
receive on average ten percent of their annual
operating budgets from interest on endowments. At Dordt that number is significantly
less. A strong endowment will keep tuition
affordable in the future.

million

$6

I

million

I

million

$4

I
Campaign

$2
million

Goal:

$16 million

Raised to date,

$12.95 million
Dordt 2000 is a fiveyear, $16 million campaign to provide additional campus facilities,
meet the annual fund
goals, and increase the
endowment.

4. Why is tuition increasing each year?
When we educate students, we expect them
to be able to be a productive members of the
kingdom. We expect them to be able to
compete for jobs with students from other
institutions. In order to do this we must provide them with up-to-date facilities, excellent
instruction, and adequate equipment. Each of
these areas continues to be increasingly expensive, contributing to the rising cost of tuition.
How can YOU help huild Dordt's
endowment?
Many options are available for helping fund
the endowment. You can remember Dordt
College in your estate plan, gift annuities,
charitable trusts, life insurance, or outright
gifts to the endowment of the college. Several
options for funding the endowment guarantee
a lifetime income for the donor and at the
same time increase tax benefits.
If you have any questions or wish more
information about endowments, please contact
us:
Dordt College
Office of College Advancement
David Vander Werf,
Director of Planned Giving
498 4th Ave. NE
Sioux Center, IA 51250
1-800-343-6738
712-722-6023
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Alumni profile

Playing the organ is their occupation
San J

ma

rp

Dr. Joan Ringerwole recently
completed thirty years as organ
professor al Dordl College.

he organ is the
instrument

best

geared to the voice
for congregational
singing, ...
congregational

and

singing

is at the heart of
congregational life.

"
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eY're a passionate group. Each of
them speaks with warmth and intensity about the organ, its repertoire and
the joy of playing it. In their busy lives
there's never as much time as they'd like to
put their fingers on the keyboard and their
feet on the pedals.
They're four Dordt organ majors from the
eighties, all of whom have earned influential
positions and reputations for excellence as
organists.
Dr. Christian Teeuwsen (' 80) is professor
of music at Redeemer College in Ancaster,
Ontario. Dr. Laura Vander Windt ('82) is
organist and choir master at All Soul's
Church in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Dr.
Paruela Ruiter-Feenstra ('83) is university
organist and music professor at Eastern
Michigan University. Dr. Martin Tel ('89) is
chapel organist and lecturer in church music
at Princeton Theological Seminary.
In addition to their love for the organ, they
share a lasting appreciation for a teacher
they credit with helping set the course for
their careers-Dr. Joan Ringerwole-and the
organ that introduced them to the instrument
they have come to love-Dordt's
Casavant.
"Dr. Ringerwole was a gentle spirit,
always pushing us to pursue excellence, but
never hard on us. At the same time she
expected a lot from us," says Vander Windt,
who grew up in Northwest Iowa and says
she always knew she would go to Dordt and
be a music major.
"She does an excellent job of choosing
repertoire for students," says RuiterFeenstra, who also served as concert choir
accompanist while she was at Dofdt.
"She was always honest," says Teeuwsen.
If she thought a student had potential she
was very encouraging, but she let students
know how much work it takes to be a good
organist and didn't encourage them if she
didn't think they could do it, he adds.
Teeuwsen admits that he undoubtedly tried
her patience, since he was more interested in
practicing soccer than organ in his first years
at Dordt-although
today he credits his
facility on difficult pedal passages to his
years playing soccer.
Tel appreciated the fact that Ringerwole
modeled a good organist. "She always made
time to practice, learn new pieces, and give
recitals," he says.
And despite the fact that these organists
have played on some of the world's greatest
organs, they speak lovingly of Dordt's
instrument. Vander Windt calls it magnificent, Ruiter-Feenstra's word is superb, Tel
says it is in the best of the tradition. And
Teeuwsen, who only benefitted from one
year on the new organ, says it was that organ
that truly inspired him.
Despite their passion for playing the organ,
all of them suggest that a person must be
totally committed to consider a career in
organ.
Vander Windt recalls the advice of one of
her former teachers who told students that if
they could go into something else to do so.
That was not meant to discourage, but to
honestly convey the commitment required to
be a good organist, she says.
Tel adds, "You have to work hard and love
what you're doing or find something else to
do."
Ruiter-Feenstra also talks about the need
for persistence. "You don't become a musician innately," she says. "It takes practice
and determination to unfold a piece layer by

~or«!t's organ alumni all acknowledge the important role Dordt's Casavant organ played in

layer. It takes careful, meticulous listening
and thinking."
The amount of time each of these organists practices varies depending on the pressures of the other parts of their job, but all
say they try to be at the keyboard two to
four hours per day. Vander Windt, who also
directs three choirs, helps plan services, and
performs recitals says she fights to find one
to two hours each day to practice. Teeuwsen,
who conducts the college choir as well as
teaching organ students, rehearsing for
recitals, and playing for a church says he
tries to spend two hours practicing. Tel, who
plays daily for chapel in addition to teaching
and performing, averages about three hours
per day. And Ruiter-Feenstra aims for four
hours a day, although she says it ends up
being more in the summer and less during
the school year.
Partly because of these rigorous demands
and because of the complexity of the instrument, Tel believes, the numbers of students
interested in organ is slightly less that it may
have been previously. Added to that is the
tendency for some churches to use a bigger
variety of instruments today.
"It is easier to go to an instrument where
you simply push a few buttons," he says.
But Tel is not despondent about the future of
the organ. "The organ is the instrument best
geared to the voice for congregational
singing," he says. "And congregational
singing is at the heart of congregational
life."
Ruiter-Feenstra shares a concern about
diminishing interest in the organ, which she
connects to the fact that fewer students stick
with piano and the fact that church music is
more diverse than it once was. But she is
encouraged by the Pipe Organ Encounters
/

being sponsored across North America by
the American Guild of Organists. She and
Ringerwole will both participate in one this
summer in Sioux Falls, South Dakota.
Teeuwsen describes a Pipe Organ
Encounter in Ontario that drew hundreds of
kids who ended singing lustily with the
organ.
"There are still a phenomenal number of
new organs being built in colleges, institutions, and churches," he says. And in
Holland congregational singing is coming
back as churches are restoring organs and
going back to singing psalms.
"The organ won't die," Tel says. The
popularity of the organ has risen and fallen
throughout history, but its variety and
complexity keep being rediscovered
and reappreciated. "It has survived for
centuries and will continue to," he adds
confidently.

Christian

Teeuwsen

Christian Teeuwsen grew up in S1.
Catharines, Ontario, where male organists
were more prevalent than female ones. He
began taking lessons at age fourteen and
sang each Sunday to the playing of Dutch
immigrant organists who had an intense love
of the organ.
Although he loved playing, he wasn't sure
even when he graduated from Dordt if that
should really be his life's career. Accepted at
Eastman School of Music and the University
of Iowa, he spent two months working in the
family construction business before his
father urged him to go back to school. He
enrolled at the University of Iowa and has
not looked back.
Teeuwsen has an intense love for the
North German organ tradition and studied in
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the Netherlands for two years after Iowa. His
favorite is the organ at St. Bavo, where the
organist, his teacher Klaas Bolt, named him
assistant so that he could practice on the cityowned instrument.
"Sometimes
I would play
the whole day
on Saturday as
tourists came
through the
cathedral," he
says.
Teeuwsen
retains his
connections to
these Dutch
organs. He
recently
recorded a CD
A strong _1Jackground Is •
at the Aa Kerk helpful for aD organ instructor,
in Groningen,
says Dr. CIIrIs Teeuwsen.
the Netherlands. Because they had to record between
midnight and six a.m., he practiced for six
nights between midnight and six to get used
to the time.
"I felt like I was truly sitting in the eighteenth century," he says. "To sit in a pitchblack church practicing at night was an awesome experience." This recording was the first
in a series of recordings he is doing of North
German repertoire played on historic organs in
Europe.
"What is interesting," he says, "is that the
Dordt organ is based on the most important
qualities of this North German tradition of
organ building. So my passion for all of this
began at Dordt. The Lord works in amazing
ways. I'm grateful and remind myself and my
students never to take these gifts for granted."

Laura Vander Windt
Laura Vander Windt began at Dordt as a
piano major. Although she had played on a
Hammond
organ for
church during
high school,
it was Dordt's
Casavant
that sold her
on organ.
After Dordt,
Vander Windt
attended the
Eastman
School studying under
Russell
Laura Vander Windt says that
Saunders.
each of her organ teachers was
the perfect match for what she
She was
needed to learn.
open to

either teaching or finding a position in a
church, and when the position at All Soul's
Episcopal Church became available, she took
it.
"The choral tradition of the Episcopal
Church is too wonderful for words," she says.
All Soul's is a traditional, rather conservative
church that values the rich choral tradition in
church music. Vander Windt has the opportunity and resources to help plan services that
draw on the richness and depth of this music.
"People today are often in a feel good
mode," she says. "When they go to church they
seem to want to tum off their brain." She
senses a reluctance to perform or listen to
something that takes effort and thinking. It is
the church's loss, she believes. Vander Windt
feels intensely grateful to be part of such a
rich tradition, much of which she learned in
her studies with Dr. Joan Ringerwole. She
presently conducts three children's choirs and
an adult choir for which she draws on the
varied and rich music of the ages.
Vander Windt also keeps busy on the recital
circuit, performing with the American Guild
of Organists, mostly in states adjacent to
Oklahoma.

Pamela Ruiter-Feenstra
Ruiter-Feenstra began playing organ following eighth grade. Beginning with a strong background in piano, she says she never had to push
herself to practice, and she never even considered a career outside of music. Following graduation from Dordt she attended the University
of Iowa, earning a Ph.D. in organ performance
and pedagogy. She taught at Bethany College
in Kansas for six years before accepting her
current position as university organist and
professor at Eastern Michigan University. She
performs recitals regularly across the country,
and this year is also traveling back and forth to
Sweden where she is a visiting scholar in
research and performance at the University of
Goteborg. Part of her work there is to study the
historic practice of organ building in order to
understand what ~akes an instrument produc~
the sounds it does.
"Twentieth century organs have not been
able to replicate the sounds of the historic
organs," she says. One of the reasons for this,
she says, is that pipes made by machine are
completely smooth and don't make as good a
sound as those that are hand carved and have
slight variations. The old methods also guaranteed a unique sound for each instrument.
So it is no surprise that her favorite organs
are the old North German instruments of
Holland and Germany. Ruiter-Feenstra lived in
the region and studied on these organs for two
years, gaining a deep appreciation for them.
"They have an almost human quality that
encourages the voice to sing," she says.

While in Europe Ruiter-Feenstra also learned
the art of improvisation, so essential to Dutch
and German organ playing. Improvisation
promotes some risk-taking, she says, bringing
spontaneity and surprise. It can lead to some
of the most exciting playing when done by an
organist who has a strong technical training,
she believes.
Ruiter-Feenstra says playing the organ
requires life-long learning. She tries to instill
that notion in her students by teaching them
good technical habits early, but then encouraging them to establish their own style.
"I do not want to create students who play
exactly as I do, but students who learn as they
go," she says.

Martin Tel
Martin Tel grew up with an old pump organ
in his home and began organ lessons early. A
child of immigrant parents, he benefited from
the Dutch love of the organ.
"It was always the organ for me," he says.
That feeling was confirmed after he arrived at
Dordt and began playing the Casavant.
Following Dordt he studied at the University
of Notre Dame, Calvin Seminary, and then the
University of Kansas. He also spent a year in
Europe studying and playing some of the
historic organs of the Netherlands.
Last fall Tel was appointed chapel organist
and lecturer in church music at Princeton
Theological Sentinary. He plays for chapel
services each day and works hard to find
creative ways of presenting hymns, improvising on familiar tunes, and adding preludes to
keep the music fresh. He tries to use a variety
of different styles in the music he chooses,
since his audience comes from diverse backgrounds.
"I try to playa varied repertoire, although I
do go back to Bach often," he says. But he also
draws heavily from the twentieth century. One
of his favorite modern composers is Messien,
who, unlike many of his contemporaries, sees
music asa very spiritual activity. This adds a
richness to his work that Tel does not find in
many compositions.
Tel, too, conducts three choirs-a chapel
choir, a concert choir, and a touring choir that
performs in area churches.
An organist not only has to be a good player,
but needs to be a good communicator to give
leadership in a congregation, Tel says. He
needs to be an advocate for art in the church in
a broad sense, and he needs to love people.
Tel credits his faith with giving him the
freedom to pursue a career in organ and the
discipline to make it work.
"I didn't have to spend my time worrying
about whether I could make a living by playing
organ. I trusted that God would lead.
Everything has turned out so well," he says.

In addition to serving as chapel
organist at Princeton Theological
Seminary, Martin Tel conducts
three cboirs.

Dordt organ student wins national competition
Jim DeYoung

B

onnie Runia, a Dordt College junior
from Melvin, Iowa, is the winner of a
national competition among college
organists. The competition was sponsored by
the National Federation of Music Clubs
(NFMC), a 200,000-member, philanthropic
organization dedicated to helping American
music and musicians through education and
financial support.
Runia, daughter of Alvin and Mary Runia,
entered the competition last November and
recorded four pieces for entry in the state competition in January. Winning at that level,
Runia also had to advance through regional
competition before going on to the national
level. As winner of the state, regional, and
national competitions, Runia has garnered
more than $2500, which will go, she says,
toward her final year's tuition at Dordt.
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One ntight expect Runia to be single-mindedly dedicated to her music, spending hours a
day at Dordt's Casavant organ. In fact, she
isn't even a music major, though she does
practice diligently. Runia is pursuing a double
major in math and computer science, and her
4.0 GPA attests to her talents and diligence in
these areas as well.
"A lot of people assumed that I would be a
music major when I went to college," says
Runia. "I think I'll always be involved in
music, but I'm more interested in a career
with computer science and math."
Besides the demands of studying and practicing, Runia says she finds time for the normal
social activities of a college student, plus she
works for the college's computer services
office and plays organ regularly for her home
church, Ocheyedan Christian Reformed
Church, and Faith Christian Reformed Church
in Sioux Center, which she attends as a student.

"I've taken music lessons ever since second
grade," says Runia. "I've always had to find
time to practice ... As I got older I definitely got
busier, but I've found that if you're organized
you can accomplish a lot. I don't think I'm
any busier than a lot of people at Dordt."
Her organ instructor at Dordt for the past
three years, Dr. Joan Ringerwole, credits
Bonnie's success to native talent and hard
work. "Bonnie is a very musical player and
has exceptional technical ability," she says.
"She has been able to learn quickly because
she has learned how to practice exceptionally
well."
The National Federation of Music Clubs is
one of the largest and most recognized of
American music affiliations, with over 600
senior clubs for adult members and 5000
junior clubs for students. About 150,000 students nationwide will participate annually in
NFMC-sponsored festivals and contests.

/

As winner of the state competition,
Kunia played at !he Iowa
Federation of Music Clubs State
Convention in Winterset, Iowa,
on AprU 18. As national winner,
she may he Invited to play at
upcoming rogicJDaI and IoeaI
NFMC 1ll!!he!:!J1gs,
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Notes from the alumni director
Sud H

A

Reunion
There's still time
to register for

4.lumni

Weekend "CJ7
June

',l7-',l~

Lots of Food, Fun and
Fellowship for Everyone!
Call the Alumni Office
to register for any
weekend events
712-722-6022

s the 1996-97 school year draws to a
close, 248 graduates will join the
ranks of Dordt alumni. While graduation marks the end of a college career, it does
not end the relationship with Dordt. For the
benefit of the newest graduates and a reminder
for less recent grads, 1 thought it might be
interesting to note the varied
services Dordt offers to our alumni.
The Alumni Office is the link between Dordt
and our approximately 10,000 alumni. The
database is invaluable for keeping in touch. We
maintain addresses of all living alumni on
record. Our records are as accurate as the information you provide-in response to surveys or
by keeping us informed through other correspondence. (Watch the mail for
an alumni survey this summer. This is our
triennial survey to update the database.)
Each issue of the Voice carries a form for you
to keep us informed of changes in your situation. Please call or write us whenever you want
to locate another alumnus or when your own
address changes. We cannot provide address
information for commercial or political use.
The Alumni Office arranges fifteen to
twenty regional events each year, ranging from
after-church receptions with the college president or other personnel, appearances of touring
groups, and socials in conjunction with athletic
contests. These events afford our far-flung
alumni opportunities for fellowship and for
learning about what's new at Dordt.
While most of these events are coordinated
with college-arranged travel schedules, we'd
like to encourage you to think about putting an
alumni get-together together in your area. The
Alumni Office can supply you with mailing
addresses, invitations, and give-aways, maybe
even special entertainment and/or speakers,
with enough advance notice. We're here to
serve you-let us know how we can help.
In addition to the local events, we plan two
major events designed to bring alumni back to
campus-homecoming
and reunion. Homecoming occurs on a winter weekend during the
basketball season. Recently initiated events that
are quickly becoming a tradition include the
naming and honoring of a Distinguished
Alumnus during Homecoming Week and the
hosting of an Alumni Hospitality Center during
Saturday's games.

Because the majority of alumni live outside
of the area and are not able to attend
homecoming, reunions are scheduled for the
summer months. The 10th and 25th year
anniversary classes are invited to return to
campus and re-connect with classmates and
friends. Reunion '97 is our first attempt at a
"cluster" reunion, with the classes of 1980-84
invited. There's still time to register for this
year's reunion - June 27-29.

The Voice
Keeping in touch with alumni takes various
forms, of which the Voice is the most regular.
Published four times a year (October, December, March, and May), the Voice provides information about the programs, activities, and
needs of the college, as well as news about you
and other alumni. Judging by your responses,
the class notes and alumni profiles are wellread. We welcome your suggestions for alumni
profiles and other story ideas.
As growing numbers-nf alumni have access-to electronic communication, we anticipate
using new technology to communicate with
each other. We recently went on-line with an
alumni page on Dordt's website. Now you can
also subscribe to a listserv just for Dordt
alumni and supporters. A joint effort of the
alumni office and computer services, the listserv is available to those of you with access to
a computer and an Internet connection. The
Iistserv will function as an alumni e-mail directory and a forum for discussing topics of interest to you. You'll find us at www.dordt.edu.
Follow the links to the Alumni Association.

The Placement and Alumni Offices work
together to continue providing career planning
and placement services after graduation. The
Alumni Career Assistance Network is a
resource for alumni who want to learn more
about a particular area of the country. We can
provide you with the names of alumni who
have agreed to serve as resource people for
their locale. They can provide information
about patticular career fields and can also
provide information about churches, schools,
and cost of living in their particular community.
The Placement Office offers alumni the same
services it offers current students. For a small
fee alumni can receive materials about job
hunting strategies, resume writing, interviewing"
tips, and graduate school information; avail
themselves of the credential service including
updating and sending resumes and credentials
to prospective employers; and obtain the placement bulletin, containing the employment listings received in Dordt's Placement Office.

Alumni Association
Board of Directors
The alumni association is served by a
13-member board representing eight regions
throughout the United States and Canada.
The region-one board members comprise the
executive committee which meets four times
a year; the full board meets on campus once
a year to learn about the latest plans and
activities at Dordt. The board plays an important role, providing insight and advice in the
work of alumni relations. (See the December
Voice for current members.)

One of the alumni board's most significant
activities is awarding scholarships to three
second-semester juniors each year. By enabling
students to continue their education at Dordt,
we ensure a growing body of alumni working
and living out of the perspective learned at
Dordt. What an important legacy.
I trust that this review of the programs and
services we offer alumni demonstrates Dordt's
commitment to maintain and strengthen its
alumni connections. Class of '97, welcome
to the alumni association.

Alumni board profiles
Yvonne Bentz

Congratulations
to last
months flashback winner,
Loren Van Middendorp
('86)
who
lives
in
Manhattan,Montana. Loren
received a Dordt t-shirt for
correctly identifying
the
following students:
Back: John Schreurs,
Paul Van Beek, Larry
Felton, Darrel Wieberdink,
Brian Fikkert
Front: Phil Mulder, John
Mulder, Dave Veldhorst
Phil, Paul, Larry, Dave,
and John M. were also in
the second photo.
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Yvonne Bentz graduated in 1976 with an
education major. She and her husband,
Jerome, now live in Platte, South Dakota, with
their three children: Jonathan, 18 (soon to be a
freshman at Dordt), Kara, IS, and Leanna, 3.
Yvonne leads the band at Platte Christian
School and in her free time loves to quilt. She
says they value their time at Dordt and have
kept up with several friendships that first
began when they were students here.

Dayton Vogel
Dayton Vogel ('76) is the patt-owner of a
mental health practice, Creative Living Center
where he works as a family and child mental
health counselor. His wife, Deb, also an alum,
teaches patt-time in Dordt's music depattment.
They have two sons: Jonathon, 8, and Jordan,
6. Dayton says, "After years of following
Dordt, being patt of the board is very informative and encouraging. It is exciting to see the
vision that Dordt has shaped for its future."

For your chance to win a Dordt t-shirt, send us
the names of this month's group. And we'd like
you to send a bit of information or some
memories connected to the people or the photo.
Send in your entries by September I.

/
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Future Defenders,

Alumni notes
19808
Fred and Amy (Bartels) Wilgenhurg ('91,'91)
live in Hills, Minnesota. Fred is finishing his last
year at the North American Baptist Seminary in
Sioux Falls, South Dakota. He will be ordained in
the Reformed church next year. Amy works parttime at the Luverne Community Hospital as a
medical technologist.
They have three girls,
Whitney, 4; Siera, 3; and Jenna, born 2/3/97.

Joe Kraayenbrink
(ex'SI), police officer for the
City of St. Cloud, Minnesota, was awarded a Medal
of Commendation for his "thorough and courageous
response which saved a person's life." The Medal of
Commendation is the state of Minnesota's second
highest medal award. Joe is married to Dawn (Van
Oort, ex'82). They live in Sauk Rapids, Minnesota,
with their three children: Jamie, Jenna, and Jon.

Dean and Allyssa (Schegel) Wynia (' 91, ex' 94)
live in Estherville, Iowa, where Dean is employed
at the Season's Center as a mental health counselor.
Allyssa cares for their three girls, Nikelle, 3 1/2,
Bethany Anne, 2, and Myriah, born in December.

Randal and Rnth (Schnrman) Van Beek ('83,
'83) live in Lansing, Illinois. Randal is in his 14th
year at the Bible League, where he is currently
Director of Information/Development
Services.
Ruth is a full-time homemaker, caring for their four
children: Ryan, 8; Jeff, 6; Alexa, 2 1/2; and Andrea,
3 months.

Steven and Camielle (Schelhaas)
Veenstra
('92, '91) live in Corsica, South Dakota. Steve is
currently fanning in partnership with his parents.
Camielle is a homemaker. They have one daughter,
.Erika Joy, born in February.

Mark and Brenda (Disselkoen,'86) Kastner live
in Wyoming, Michigan. Mark is an architect with
Progressive Architects, and Brenda is now staying
at home to care for Benjamin, their son born in
March.

Gregg and Kristi (Van Essen) Zonnefeld
('92,'92) live in Waupun, Wisconsin. Gregg has
been named to serve as 1997-98 high school administrator for the Central Wisconsin Christian School
society of Waupun. He will serve as director of
development, head the current capital campaign and
annual fund raising, and continue to serve as an
athletic director and varsity soccer coach. Kristi
teaches third grade part-time at Waupun Christian
School. The Zonnefelds have two sons, Trevor and
Cody.

Wayne and Suzanne (van Arragon) Spronk
('86,'86) live in Plattsburgh, New York, where
Wayne is practicing medicine. Suzanne is practicing
being a mom and thinking about teaching part-time
at SUNY Plattsburgh.
Dr. Verlyn Nykamp ('86) and his wife Lisa will
move from Houston, Texas, where Verlyn is a
surgeon at the Texas Heart Institute in Houston, to
Sioux City, Iowa. Nykamp has been praised as
being one of the top five surgeons trained at the
Heart Institute. Nykamp will join Dr. Theodore
Roman and Dr. Bruce Stavens at Marian Health
Center in Sioux City.

Carl and Tami (Weidenaar) Alherda ('92,'93)
live in Boise, Idaho. Carl completed his master's
degree in industrial engineering at Montana State
University in 1994 and is employed at Micron
Technology as a manufacturing planner. Tami is a
medical transcriptionist for a neurology office in
Nampa, Idaho, and does proofing and editing by
modem for a Boise psychologist. Their first child,
Willem Cuyler, was born on Christmas Eve, 1996.

James and Karen (Van Veldhuizen) Verhoeven
('90,'87)
live in Redlands, California.
James
earned his master's degree in 1994 from Azusa
Pacific University. After taking a year off for graduate studies in Michigan, James is completing his
sixth year at Colton High School as a history and
government teacher, as well as a coach. Karen
taught for eight years in Christian elementary
schools before becoming a stay-at-home mom for
Alexander James, one year old.

Eric and Sharla (Van Hofwegan) Ellens ('92,
'93) live in Lynden, Washington, where Eric works
in construction.
Sharla graduated from Western
Washington University with a master's degree in
literacy.

1990s
Scott and Pam (Kooiman) Koelewyn ('90,'90)
live in Sioux Falls, South Dakota, where Scott
works as a cytotechnologist for LCM Pathologists.
Pam works as a receptionist for Ophthalmology
Ltd. Their son Zachary Scott was born on 9/29/96.

Andrea Norg ('93) lives in Brantford, Ontario.
Currently she works part-time at Brantford's new
Christian high school, teaching science, math, and
French. Next year she hopes to teach full-time,
adding physical education and drama. In her spare
time she has kept up with her acting, and has
been invol ved in everything from one-acts to large
musicals.

Ed and Fran (Tnn) Kronemeyer ('91,'92) live
in Houston, British Columbia.
Ed teaches at
HoustoIllChristian School. Fran has retired from her
work at the flower shop to be a full-time mom to
Derek Edward, born 2113/97.

Milch and Kara (Van Heyst) Menning ('95,
ex'97) currently live near Chicago, Illinois, where
Mitch is teaching at Timothy Christian School.
Kara graduated from Trinity Christian College's
nursing program this spring. The Mennings will
move to Nashville, Tennessee, in July, where Mitch
will teach high school math at Christ Presbyterian
Academy, and Kara will look for a nursing position.

Jack and Michele (Vander Wees,'91) Tamming
live in Sarnia, Ontario. Jack is a mechanical engineer for a local engineering finn. Michele teaches
second grade at John Knox Christian School and is
currently on maternity leave to be horne with their
son, Kurtis Jacob, born in February.

Jim and Sherry (Gartman,'8t)
Gulke, Sarah Beth, 9/6/96
Phil and Barhara (Tinklenherg,' 8 I), Molly Jane, 3/17/97
Ronald and Lynn Walvoort ('82), Timothy John, 2/11/97
James and Dianne (Beekman,'83) De Penning, Joseph James, 3/25/97
Mark and Ruth Kleinwolterink
('83), Sean Matthew, 3/12/97
Wendell and Hillene (Haringa) Buys ('84,'83), Grace Ellen, 4/19/97
Kevin and Desiree (Uittenbosch,'84)
Francisco, Graham Alexander, 4/8/97
Bruce and Laura (Vander Brug, '85) Vanden Akker, Alicia Ruthann, 10/25/96
John and Julie (Kampman,'85)
Olthuis, Heidi Joy and Mark Gerald Jacob, 3/5/97
David and Marcia (Kros,'85) Sinke, Matthew James, 11/26/96
Mark and Brenda (Disselkoen,'86) Kastner, Benjamin Jared, 3/17/97
Tom and Annette (Mennega, ex'86) Van Voorst, Kolten Thomas, 3/17/97
Jim and Julie Richards ('86), Jesse David, 4/16/96
Wayne and Suzanne (van Arragon) Spronk ('86,'86), Pascal Arthur, 11/19/96
Darrel and Jan (Christoffels) Wieherdink ('86,'86), Nicole Ann, 10/14/96
Erick and Susan (Werkhoven) Alherts ('86,'87), Sydney Alexandra, 8/26/96
Charles and Leila (Alherda) Viss ('86,'87), Levi Elliot, 12/5/97
Todd and Cheri (Apol, ex.'87) Rutgers, Brittany Ann and Brianna Lynn, 3/17/97
Wade and Renea (Stremler) De Kam (ex'87,'91), Nathan James, 3/26/97
Pete and Jean (Pansma) Boonstra ('87,'93), Antony Willem, 4/28/97
Glenn and Krista (Groen) Kooima ('88,'87), Jordan Scott, 12/6/96
Mike and Jannette (Bakker,'88) Hickey, Rachel Jannette, 3/29/97
Rick and Cheryl (Pnsthnmns,'89)
Schmit, Kyler James, 4/22/97
Don and Karla (Kamp,'90) Lnymes, Eden Hayley, 4/5/97
James and Karen (Van Veldhuizen) Verhoeven ('90,'87), Alexander James, 4/12/96
Roger and Jane (Fedders) Ellens ('89,'90), Chad Jeremy, 4/9/97
Scott and Pam (Kooiman) Koelewyn ('90,'90), Zachary Scott, 9/29/96
Matt and Michelle (Altena,'90) Vande Voort, Lane Allen, 2/15/97
Roh and Teresa (Van Gnnst) Eekhoff ('90,'91), Devin Robert, 1/22/97
Peter and Julie (Geleynse) Brands ('90,'92), Luke Corne1ins, 12/22/96
Randy and Julie (Van Honweling,'91) Horstman, adopted Carly Kay, 1/31/97
Dave and Jane Lngtigheid ('91) Rena Mae, 2/21/97
Jack and Michele (Vander Wees,'9l) Tamming, Kurtis Jacob, 2/2/97
Fred and Amy (Bartels) Wilgenhurg ('91,'91), Jenna Elizabeth, 2/3/97
Fred and Jnlie (Ter Maaten) Broersma ('91,'92), Darren James, 3/20/97
Allen and Crysta (Bonestroo) Brummel ('91,'92), Ethan Clay, 2/27/97
Ed and Fran (Ton) Kronemeyer ('91,'92), Derek Edward, 2/13/97
Deon and Allyssa (Schlegel) Wynia ('91, ex'94), Myriah Leigh, 12/17/96
Steven and Camielle (Schelhaas) Veenstra ('92,'91), Erika Joy, 2/11/97
Kyle and Lisa (Wnhheu,'92) Wynja, Blake Christian, 3/3/97
Carl and Tam; (Weidenaar) Alherda ('92,'93), Willem Cuyler, 12/24/96
Mike and Maria (Hnizenga) Byker ('92,'93), Kiay Mychal, 1/30/97
John and DeAnn Hiemstra ('92,'93), Holly Marie, 2/28/97
Walter and Glenda (Schaap) Van Laren ('92,'93), Eric Lee, 4/8/97
David and Sandy (Byl, '93) Schafer, Abigail Rae, 3/19/97
Scott and Pamela (Alexander) Hilhelink ('93,'94), Megan Joy, 3/26/97
Mark and Laurie (Riemersma) Vanden Berg (ex'93,'97), Jacob Dylan, 2/4/97
Tim and Andrea (De Young) Sheridan ('95,'94), Maeann Kate, 4/6/97
David and Kim Bakker ('95), Mark David, 21l3/97
Martin and Michelle (Mellema) De Bruin ('94,'95), Victoria Grace, 3/19/97
Correction:
Randal and Rnth (Schurman)
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Kevin Timmer ('86) and Karen Allspach ('86), July 6,1996
Darrell Fynaardt ('88) and Michelle Major, March 22,1997
Mark Kemink ('88) and Sandy Judson, May 4, 1996
Peter Mahler and Mara Plant ('94), May 1, 1997
Ira Witt and Karen M, Bakker ('94), August 8,1996
Jeff De Boer ('95) and Karen Zylstra ('96), August 3, 1996
Mike Langelaar ('95) and Sheri Steendam ('96), July 6, 1996
Mitch Menning ('95) and Kara Van Heyst (ex'97), June 15, 1996
Kevin Vos ('96) and Anna Turner, March 22, 1997
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